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Big Brother-style property inspection to deal
with pandemic

Nila Sweeney Reporter

Mar 22, 2020 – 4.18pm

Melbourne-based build-to-rent developer and operator Charles Lloyd Property

Group has started conducting remote property inspections for its properties in

Berwick, Bundoora and Frankston as social isolation measures tighten.

Using security cameras and technology resembling a Big Brother-style surveillance

operation, prospective tenants are guided through the property without the agent

being physically present. To date the company had conducted more than a dozen

remote inspections.
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Charles Lloyd Property Group has started conducting remote property inspections as a social distancing
measure. 

"We obviously vet the guests first before they are given the security codes and

access details," said Charles Lloyd managing director Franco Bevacqua.

"We can release doors and security areas remotely, and once we have identified

potential tenants, we can conduct inspections over the phone. We can watch them

and talk to them from our office."

What started out as a security and time management initiative has now become an

important tool for the company to maintain its operation at a time when social

distancing measures are required.

"We were doing inspections from one side of the city to the other side and it started

to become very time consuming and costly," Mr Bevacqua said.
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"From the consumer’s perspective it’s not always convenient for them to attend at

advertised time slots, either. We know we are opening up our market of potential

clients with the option for inspections on demand subject to relevant identification

checks.

"But now, with the worsening COVID-19 situation, it’s now become a valuable way

to ensure our clients can still inspect properties without having to attend ourselves.

It turned out to be a blessing for us."

With the COVID-19 cases escalating rapidly, real estate agents are urged to take

more precautions to protect themselves and the tenants during property

inspections.

"Real estate agents carry an elevated risk of contracting this virus and passing it on

because they are in such a substantial social role," said Louis Christopher,

managing director of SQM Research.

"They meet many people on a daily basis. They need to encourage more social

distancing.

"They also need to realise that a number of our political leaders and some media

commentators have already contracted the virus, which shows that those who are

in very social roles are at higher risk than the average personality."

Mr Christopher said real estate agents should also keep preparing for possible

tighter social restrictions in the future.

"Things could change overnight and we see a new ruling from the government

about lockdowns and social distancing. If agents aren't prepared, they are going to

get smashed. I urge agents to urgently prepare for such a scenario," he said.
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